BULK CUSTOMER DELIVERY REPORT

TCODE : ZDPMSCUSTDEL

Features of the Report:-

➢ The report will show delivered articles data on the basis of Bulk Sender Customer ID.
➢ Report will show articles delivered as on D-2 of the current date.
➢ Report enabled for the Article Types:- Registered Post, COD, Speed Post & EMO.
➢ Report will be generated sender customer wise based on booking or delivery date as passed by the user.
➢ Book date or Delivery date range will be for one month.
➢ Role to be assigned to execute the T-Code zdpmscustdel:- “YS:SD_CONTACT_PERSON_CREATE.”

Report Screen Shot:-

Note:- Since the report runs from the huge voluminous data, it is requested to run the reports during the non-business hours to avoid performance issues.

For further clarifications kindly contact: dpms.cept@indiapost.gov.in
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